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In the Spring of 1984 Lehigh University was the site of a

0

national conference entitled "Science, . TechnolOgy and the Liberal

Arts". The ilDediate occasion for holding this conference was a

commitment by Lehigh to the,National Science Foundation tat

Lehigh would disseminate the results of a NSF-funded curricuNT

developmeni-project initiated four years earlier-through the now

defunct NSF directorate for Comprehensive 'Assistance - to
. .

r

Undergraduate-Science_EducatinnA.CAUM.,_Lehigh_chaselto_use_the
'..,-

C).

NC) together with .the corps of colleges ands. .universities it is

occasion to offer the attendees an overview-of parallel efforts

at other institutions working towards the same goals as those of

Lehigh's project, namely, bringiilg science, mathematics and

technology "literacy" into the liberal, arts curriculum.

The Lehigh conference, then was much,More-than a .disPlay.of

what Lehigh had done. It was affb-Pportunity to assess the state

of a science and technology literacy movement that has been

steadily growing in, power andjnfluence since the late 1970s. At
.

the moment, the key "players" in this movement are the National

Science Foundation, the Congress of th'e United States, a growing

dumber of state departments of education, the Sloan Foundation

actively supporting in this area,. and various national

educational associations. Moving to play a more active role are



the Association of American Colleges (rc)resenting some 700

liberal aiEs colleges).., the Association for the Advancement Of

Science and, somewhat tentatively thus far, .a numberof corporate

foundations.

The movement is being kept active, in partPat least, by the

prospect of hundreds of millions of federal-dollars likely to be

targeted for improving the level of competence of the American

people in mathematics and sclende, primarily, and in technology

secondarily. The activity reflects as well authentic concern

over the adequacy of education at all levels in areas that are

preconditions of excellence in science and engineering, insofar

as these are conceived to be precohditiohs of national prosperity

--i-n--thedecadesahead. Such concern hasbeen vatc4d--in--highly

pubt-i-ctz-e-dorep-orts 'ofthe NationalResearch Council, the NatiOnal

Commission on Excellence in Education-, the Carnegie Institute for.

Higher Education, the National Science Foundation, and the Sloan.

,
Foundation. Earlier than these reports was the activity of a

group of _engineering educators organized into the Council for the

Understanding of Technology in Human Affairs (CUTHA). Founded in

1979, CUTHA sponsored conferences at MIT (1980), Chatham College

(1981), and the University of Maryland (1982), at each of which
1

science, humanities and engineering faculty tried to articulate

what it was about technology that liberal arts students ought to

know, and how to teach it to them.

In retrospect, then, one can see a steady and rapid develop-

ment during the past five years centered an calls for significant-

modifications to existing elementary, high school and college

curricula, on behalf of increasing competency levels in those,



quantitative and reasoning. skills relevant to wider public

involvement with scientific research, applied science and engi-

neering. The motives underlying these calls are diverse. Some

reflect the same sort of anxieties that pervaded the calls for
o

educational -reform following'the launch of Sputnik in 1957, now

with our ally-Japanjoining the Soviet Union as an additional.

threat to our national well-being. Some motives, reflect, concerns

about the. ability of the 'American populace, in,the absence.of

deeper understanding of science and technology, to deal with the

thcreasingly important roles, in our ,society of science- and

technology-related policy - making, decisions. And some, doubtless;

reflect, from a more purely acadeltb perspective', concern about

the adequacy- of an educational system that does not equip its

students '_with cognitive tools fundamental to an active involve-

ment with powerful social and economic forces shaping their

physical, social and political lives.

In the course of the five year development ofthis movement,

the meaning of ."literacy" in the terms "science literacy" and

"technology literacy" has barely 'been specified. Nor has there

emerged a precise specification of how this liIeracy is to be

fitted into the _liberal arts curriculuM, or the high school

curriculum, apart. from global proposals- for improving the

teaching of science and mathematics and imposing more stringent

course and competency requirements at all levels.: Finally, there

has been little sign that. activists on behalf'of science and

technology literacy appreciate the distinctive character of

course work in the humanities vis-l-vis.course work.in science,



mathematics and engineering. :Where the latter are offered
.

self-Motivated students whd have .to master course materials

because they will be integrated. sequentially- into increasingly

sophisticated technical' problem-Solvi- ills their need to

-etquire, humanities courses have a md use-and "horizontal"

character '-and are keyed to acquiring ltive, rather than 4,

technical problem-solving, skills. Insoi s humanities stu-
.

dents are required to take science and mathem. ics courses, they

generally lack interest and motivation, perl"ips because they know

that thesematerials will not be integrated nto their subsequent

learning experiences or piofessional activities. _Ignoring these

distinctions, virtually guarantees that new science and technology.

--Literacy colirrses--will-not-readily-be assimilated, into liberal

arts curricula, even-if-the new courses are-imposed-as require-
-

ments. For all of the sound and fury being expended, one would

hope to achieve more than has been accomplished to date in those

institutions that already require liberal artsstudents to take

someinumber of existing or specially designed general education,

courses in physical science and/or matheMatics.

Considerations such as these formed the backdrop for

Lehigh's "Science, Technology and the Liberal Arts" conference,

and informed Lehigh's own projecX in this area, "Elements of

-TeChnology ,A.n a Liberal Education". This project required the

development of seven new undergraduate courses, to be taught by

senior science and engineeridg faculty on a continuing basiS and

to bei aimed primarily at students not majoring in, science or

engineering. Six of these courses were to be funded out of the

NSF/CAUSE .grant. The seventh was a "gateway' course-that would



serve as an introduction.to engineering as a problem-solving
- .

discipline linked, on the one hand, to applications of scientific

research and,on the other, to more parochial economic, political

1
and social interests in. those applications.

,The courses, chosen to be developed under the NSF/CAUSE grant

were: Chemistry for the Consumer. (Ned Heindel, Chemistry

Department);' The Regulation of Public Safety (Alan Pens'e,

Department.of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering); 'The-Factory

4 ' of the Future (Mikell Groover, Industrial Engineering); Tall

r Buildings and Urban Design (Lynn Beedle, Civil Engineering);

Computer Modelling of Our World '(William. Schiesser, Chemical

Engineering); 'Mineral Deposits, EconomicS and World Politics

(Charles Sclar, Geology).

Each of the seven Lehigh courses was described at some.

length both in plenary and parallel workshop sessions at, the

conference. -Participants, were "walked through" the course

development process, the internal and external evaluations' to

which each course and the projectas a whole were submitted, the
7

positive and negative experiences of the instructor and students'1

and the current syllabi. (Each course was taught twice .before

completing its, development-phase.) The workshop- sessions were

interactive discussions.of the course objectives: format, texts

and alternatives were, described and argued in active eichanges.

Here, as throughout the conference the oVerriding'objective was

to provide participanti with-concrete and candid information' that

would be of direct .relevance to their own curricUlum 'planning



The non-Lehigh contributions o the conference,

session presentations, were on: outstnding existing

all plenary.

science /technology, literacy courses, at Yale (Robert Wheeler and

William Ralph Bennett)., Columbia (yerbert Goldstein), and Brown

(Don Avery);- comprehensive science, mathematics and technology

literaCy ,programs linderway, ..at Syracuse (Gershon Vincow) and

Polytechnic Institute of New York (Donald Hockney).; and the

status of'Sloan Foundation-funded projects, reported on by Leon--

Trillihg of MI? director of- the regional,resource center set up

by Sloan- to assist the New England and Middle Atlantic states

institutions. to which it had awarded curriculum development

grants.

Over all this -activity, and the 93 participarits from 60-

institutions who attended, hOvered the "hidden agenda"' f those

who had steered Lehigh's "Elemehts of Technology in a Liberal

Education" project: determining what ought to be the objectives

of courses such 'as these in a liberal arts curriculum. - We were
"<;.

committed from the beginning to the view that these needed to

flow from. the broader educational objectives of aliberal arts

college rather than from the narrower instructional, objectivesof

curricula for Studedts majoring in matheMatiCs, (physical')

science and engineeting. Unfortunately, it is all too often the

case, that current science and mathematics requirements for

humanities and social science students imbose on them courses of

this instructional kindland this is universally acknowledged to

have failed to achieve literacy in these subject areas, whatever

"lieracy" means.

The conference's keynote address was thus deliberately



chosen tio highlight our concern about the terms under which new

efforts were tobe made to incorporate-current conceptions of

literacy in science, mathematics andtechnolog.y into the arts

curriculum, as well as to articulate what those conceptions were.

The address was delivered by Dr. James M. Banner, Jr., historian,

founder of the American Association for the Advancement of. the

Humanities, and Scholar -in Residence -at the Association of

American Colleges in Washington, D. C. Dr. Banner noted the need

for students to learn to "...understand science and technolooy

as we hive long sought to have them understand the other subjects.

of the course of study: .to understand-1TM" ' A tne, same time he

noted this was only "one dimension of the problem" and-that "the

ant-ire--uneergredliAte curriculum is in need of overhaul." The
. ._

challenge is "how to keep knowledge of science

from becoming just another ,specielty of an over specialized

Cfaculty, manifested in just another set of lectives' in a
a

and technology

-

curriculum overflowing with electives.% The issue instead is how

to have knowledge of science and technology permeate. the

curriculum *throughout." He called for an understanding of both

the nature'of reasoning and the principal methods used in each of

the major fields of science, engineering-and mathematics and of

,how "each is a product of the social and,symbolic configuration

of culture." These studies inturn must be connected and fully

integrated into, not just grafted onto, the undergraduate liberal

.arts curriculum.

By pre-arrangement, Lehigh's Presidentf Dr. Peter Likins,

responded.to Banner's remarks. Dr.
.

ikins emphasized his concern
.



that educated people in the modern world. underitand the various

modes of human thought, 'and, in particular, that they understand

"how scientists and engineers think" rather than'what they *think.

He noted important diffdrences betweenhumanists and engineers in

terms of their approaches to problem solving: While "it is

characteristic of the, educated humanist that he tendi to define

problems that he cannot solve,- it is a characteristic of the

educated technologist that he tends to focus his intellectual

energy on defining problems that he can solve". Likins expressed

his disappointment in the educational .establishment's failure

adequately to point -out this difference; a difference whose

explication could well constitute the-theme of this conference.

Banner's and Likins' comment§ set the tone for mlich_of____the

_discussion during the next_two days-and-were-particularly rele
\

vant to the presentation's on the seven Lehigh courses..

Chemistry, for the. Consumer examines a small number of

socially significaht chemical applications such.as the fuse of

food additives, the licensing and manufacture of drugs, 'the

manufacture of plastiqp and paints, and the chemistry of future

energy sources. The issues in which these applications are

Cauaht up are used as means for exciting student -interest in

chemical concepts. FOr example, detergents offer- an ideal

vehicle-for teaching the.relationship between chemical. structure,

bonding type, and chemical properties. In this way chemistry and

its laws are related to important societal problems and values,

"painlessly' instructing the student inboth.-

The Factory of t1 Future was designed as a vehicle for

discussing the principles and technologies of_ current and



0

projected automated factory produCtion, computer-run assembly

lines, computer aided design, industrial lobOts, programmable

machine tobls, et cetera, in the context of the social and

economic changes that such production engenders.
9

The Regulation of Public Safety is intended to make the
o

student aware of the decision-structure of government'regulation
4 4.

of the products of modern technology. It traces the grOwth of

regulation on behalf of public safety in boiler and pressure

vessel manufacture, bridge construction, and nuclear powerplant.

construction. The approach to the course, is sufficiently quanti-
_

tative that students can calculate margins of safety`-and deter-

mine the engineering choices to be made in appropriately .simple.
0

cases. Such calculations supplement the conceptual parts.of the

course and are designed to show the extent to which quantitative
. _

solutions to complex problems can'and cannot be used as .a substi-
.

tute for (ultimately subjective) value judgements.

Computer Modeling of Our-World fias.as its principal objec- ,

tives__an introduction to: ° 1) the formulation of mathematical
4

models for complex socio-economic-technological (SET) .systems; 2)

the details of programming SET.models in a standard computer

language; and 3) the execution of the model programs to gain

insight into the behavior of the SET 5tems.: An emphasis on

both quantitative" modeling and underlying qualitative judgements

is facilitated by concentrating on problerii areas which are

currently of major interest and will probably remain important

throughout the working careers of these students: energy, air
_ .

and water pollution, population, atmospheric carbon dioxide and



natural.reaource'depletion.'

The objective of drban Design-and the Skyscraper is to

present the parameters that affect,the decision making, the
____-

planning, the designIfthe construction, and the operation, of
,

_buildings, considered as systems that bring together many

disciplines within and outside of engineering. . The course pre-

sents the primary professional tools available to, -a d'commonly

used by, the various'engineering specialities -involvea in tall

building design within the total urbancontext. Topical material
k

includea: building systems, (structural, mechanical

architectuial), the tall-bui/ding design team, the design of

"structural members, and taking into account potential hazards,-

naturals and_ man made..

Mineral Deposits Industrial Development-and World Affairs

treats the occurrence, distribution,- and economic developm.at of
. _

indu$trially. important mineral deposits- with a. view to allowing

the students to assess the interaction of social and political

realities with technological constraints in deCisilon making for

raw material development. After setting a foundation for the

students on how global tectonic dynamics and the detailed

geological history of a region govern the processes by which

elements are concentrated to-pro-duce potentially valuable mineral
.

deposits, the economic, political, and technological basis_for

the development of mineral deposits is explored. Such strategic
o

commodities.as tin, niobium, and germanium are singled out for

detailed analysis of their occurrence, technologies available for

their recovery, and the history of their commercial supply. The

thus a blend-of the principles*of physical geology,course is

,

I,



geo-chethistry, economic geology, mineral beneficiation-, extkac-
-

tive metallurgy and economics, the whOfe heavily segsoned, with

the interaction of mOdern technologicaldeveloliments and world

politics.

Each of these courses motivates learning technical ''sccenti-
,

fic, mathematical and engineering materials'. by disclosing-their

embeddedness in pressing contemporary issues. The technical

material Jis taught: it is not skirted or just 'talked about,.

Rather, care is taken to show.the students how the decision-
.

making, frOm which' the impact-of science andand= technology

society directly flows, is pervaded by knowledge-bases, in science

on'

and ehgineering, knowledge-bases which in turn incorporate thathe-
'

matics in characteristic ways. Without any understanding -sof

relevant subsets of thoPe knowledge-bases; 'there _is no viay that

informed-decisions can -be-made. at-the level, of anticipated.social
,

impact, whether the particular case involves the installatioii of

a municipalonatura gas storage tank, the release for marketiog
,

- 1 .

of a new drug, offering tax incentives for manufacturing-plant'

I

modernization, building a high-rise office/apartment tower,
d

Imposiog restrictions on the burning_of fossil fuels in\ lthe
, \ I

,
.

-,-American midwest, , or subsidizing the currently uneconomici_

development of a domestic extraction industiy. for .; strategically

important metal now being imported from a politically. unstable

neutral, or even friendly, nation.

All of these courses were developed under the auspices-

Lehigfi's Spience, Technology. and Society'Program whose d*rector,

SteVen GolOman,! was Principal Investigator of the NSF grant and



esiodirester of the project:, along with Alan Penseand Stephen

COOOliffot Project Administrator. The continued.. offering of

MAW ONSISOO. however, will be the responsibility of the College

Olt Segioserine and Physical Science in conjunction with the STS

0514494410.

the gateway courses "Introduction to Technology", was

developed in eeerdinstioe with the six NSF/CAUSE-funded courses

arm 616660041 me the distinctiveness of engineering as a problem-

diseipliee. While the syllabus pivots about a model ,of

segisherieg which clearly identifies engineering as an element in

wig systam'ef *atlas in which economic and political motives

play foraidene roles, a special effort is made to distinguish

magioeseing and physical science. In practice, of course, the

440 evertop extessiveW but in principle they are distinct, and

Ibis distieetion is central to an appreciation of the social ties

of esigieeeriec. initially it was conceived that this course

woad sot be open to engineering majors. As it developed,

however, the syllables increasingly centered on a model of engi-

neoriag that yss the basis for exploring the non-technical fac-

t KS that shape the practice of engineering in the "real world".

Ibliasoring students discovered that the course provided a treat-

Seat of onitoseeing that was of direct personal interest, and

avettable nowhere else in their curricula. It seems likely,

0110#0,010, that for the future the course will be open to all

etmionts, regardless of major.

ihmognising that the Leigh model was neither unique nor

pciviloged, the sonforence program aimed at presenting a range of

peteliel efforts with *Misr educational objectives at other

12

13



Robert Wheeler

described a course on applied science/technology

Chairman of the Yale Physics Department,

for liberal -arts

students that has been highly successful over its eight year

lifetime. Undera single rubric, students can take one, two or

three consecutive discrete mini-courses of one credit each. Each

mini-course is on a different self-contained topic, taught by a

faculty member expert in that area. Each mini-course corisists of.

eight lectures and an examination along with demonstations,

homework and/or projects. In any given term six mini-courses are
v

offered, and a student can take all six, for six credits, or take

more than three and opt for his/her three best grades.- Recent

topics include: laser technology, nuclear science and technology,

fluid mechanics in_ _pature___and technology, biotechnology,

architectural acoustics, and aerodynamics of aircraft:

Wheeler's'own mini course, "Microelectronics- The Chip", is

built around answers to a set of key questions: -what is it; what

does it do; how is it organized; how is it.made; why is it small;

what is expected in the future? The sequence of lectures by

means of _which these questions are answered is- the following

clocks and calculators; binary arithmetic; electricity; atoms;

silicon; the p-n junction; semi-conductor devices; the planar

manufacturing prOcess; limits ih nature and in society. Wheeler

uses slides, demonstrations, scholarly and popular reprint

material and involves the students by referring to topical news

items and focussing on the people behind the technology.

The mini - course program satisfies Yale's distribution

.14



requirement for liberal arts students tif-tWO-.CoUrsed (6 credits)

science and mathematics. Enrollment is stable at

approximately 180 students per semester, and the flexibility of
'

the mini-course foimat is doubtless partially responsible for

this continuing popularity. Faculty can respond, relatively

easily. , to student requests for new topicd snd staffing 'is -far

simpler than fOr a traditional three credit course. Yale has

certainly succeeded in introducing the often neglected°technology

component into.the arts curriculum.

William _RalphBennett also at Yale, offered a description

course ."The 'computer as a Research Tool "' which,

consistently attracts' large numbers of humanities students.

course, interestingly, .was instigated by Bob Wheeler and resulted

in a book by Bennett, Science and Engineering Problem-Solving

With the Computer
2
, that his now the text for the course. In spite

of its rather forbidding title, the book is an outstanding

vehicle for motivating learning to use the computer for the sake

of its usefulness to set up and solve problems that could not

practically ,be treated otherwise except by specialists. For his

presentation, Bennett took, one chapter of his book, the one

dealing with language, and in a talk that was as' humorous as it
-

was informative*, showed how important'characteristics of linguis-

tic structure and literary style could be disclosed and explored

using simple programs well within the-capabilities even of entry-

level programming, simultaneously drawing the student in a-

.

natural and self-motivating way into an appreciation of the.

relevance of statistical distributions to natural phenomena.

Professor[Those interested who do not have, ready



Bennett's book can get a feeling for his presentation from the
-

Computer Recreations column in the November 1983 issue

Scientific American magazine.] This Bourse comes closer than

Wheeler's to matching the pedagogical strategy of the Lehigh

courses in embedding the motivation to, learn technical material

in apparently non-technical issues of general interest.

This same strategy, ,"though with a narrower reference, is at

work in Donald Avery's "Yacht Design" course at Brown University.
ro

The first part of the course is-an intensive introduction to the

dynamics---of fluid flow in the two media in which- -sailboaft---

operate.- The second part is a desiqn project that each student

must ...successfully complete in order to receive.. credit for the

-Course.' The project requirements are that the student lay down .a

full set of criteria for a functional boat including detailed

specifications down to performance, materials and cost. The bOat

must then be "built " .and dynamically "tested" either in fact

(rarely, _but often. enough to have spawned_ a. couple of commercial:

OperatiOns after traduation),*on paper Computer.

model Ancorporating the. fluid-dynamics component of the -*Course.

This course, too,.- is 4 continuing :success, regularly attracting

some. 40 students each time offered.

Herbert Goldstein. of Columbia-University described a new

team- taught course with which he has been involved from its

beginning three years ago. This courae, "The Scientific

Experience", is designed to teach, students something of the way

scientists reason about -the problems they address. Goldstein

teaches the course together with a mathematician and a biologist.

15



The___mathematics portion
o

tively as a

although a special effort

taught first, effec-

the rest of the course

unpack" the mathematical

formalism and_expiiih-the relationships-behind-the-notation. The

biology and physics components draw upon original documents and

real" prob1ems of-historical_ and contemporary significance,

interweaving'the'logic of scientific problem-solving with biogri-

history and philosophy of science.

Moving away from couise presentations, Leoh Trilling offered

an overview of-the Sloan Foundation's New Liberal Arts

Trilling aescribed recent"activities coordinated by MI-

Sloan in its capacity as technical resource institution

regional liberal arts colleges that have received lirst round

Sloan curriculum development grants, or anticipate

participation. These activities include

subSeqUent

faCuityHdevelopment

714Ova)Ple 80mi-leaves and training; conferenaes, workshops and

nar" that rotates among the participating institutions. Full-

sr:ale course degeloproent at most of these colleges has only just

begun, so it was not possible describe projects in detail or

to anticipate with- any confidence their future success. As

anyone familiar with the developmental history of STS programs

would expect, these projects are very institution-specific and

much energy needs to be channeled into articulatingthe-relevant,

and generally unarticulated, features of the home institution

before lessons can be learned from the experiences of other

institutions. To 'aid in this process, MIT will host several "New

Liberal Arts" faculty in a sabbatical arrangement during the

academic year 1984/85 and will 'offer specializedsummer workshops

7: ---
1



for faculty this 'summer; n addition MIT is in the process of

developing an integrated freshmah year at MIT to serve as

"living laboratory" for New Liberal Arts strategies and for the

development of curricular materials.

Ideally mathematics science, technology/engioneering\ and

STS-type courses should flow naturally from one into another;

building on previously acquired-skills so that a student Can

enter more deeply into the material of each successive course

area. For example, a mathematics course should not onlYsetisfY

mathematics- skills' requirements, it should also describe the

relationships being modelled' quantitatively in such a way as to

provide a-foundation for the scintifiC and technical material

that will be encountered-in s I\Dequent science and technology
,

engineering courses. -Similarly the science and engineering

courses, if they utilize appropriate materials,\ will tScilitate

entering into' a more 'sophisticated analysis in STS of

science- and -technology-related social.issues than is ,currentlyi

the case. Two programs, one at Syracuse University and the other

t Polytechnic Institute of-New Yorkottempt to do just this, and

presentations on both were made at the conference.

Dr. Gershon Vincow, Dean of Syracuse University's College of

Arts and Science summarized their integrated four course cluster.

-option in science, technology and

dents. at SyraCuse must c!c4iplete:aHfour

this .allOwed the relatively easy. design of a coMprehen=

sive, integrated series involving three main features:

1) introduction to scientific literacy two-semester



introductory course in biOlogy, .chemistry,

involving

geology, or : physics'

2) introduction to technological literacy.- a one-semester

course involving lectures on concepts of engineering with an

accompanying, mi,crocomputer-bised 10-oratory:- -component--7:7-plUs

specific applications of technology and applied

from the field of science-taken by the student.

understanding the impaca course ocused on

science drawn

and technology on society. this course each clas

into small discussion sections.on particular

breaks up

socio-technical'

problems relevant to the particular field of science

they have chosen to focUS..

The third course

on which

in. the sequence, .the introductIon to

technological literacy the Most .Unique :and deser4es 'some --:---.,..

special mention. The first part of the course, entitled The'

-Engineerin Approach, contains three major components as outlined

below and a series of micro .compater=based laboratory games that

illustrate the basic engineering themes. In the latter part of

the course, as noted above, students break out into individual

relatedsections: 'to look at technical applications

particular scientific area on which they, are: focusing..

COURSE-CONTENT-
.

Description of Selected Major Engineering Deveiopments

A. Domputers and Comffunications.
.B. -Structures and Dynamic Machinery.
C. Energy Conversion. . .
D. New Materials-- Electronic, Structural and, Chemical

Instrumentation and Measurement.

. Principles of EngineeringDesign.
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. Systems' Modeling.-
. Optimization, Trade-Offs and Decision Making.
. Feedback and Stability.
. Energy and Signal Conversion..

E. Instrumentation and Measurement in

Process.'
F. Design.Decisions and Materials Availability.

the

IssUe's of Problem De-fini-tionand--Complexi-tY.

. .-Quantifiable and NongLiantifiable Parameters.
B. Designing Against Large Numbers of InteraCting

-.Variables and Conflictin Constraints..
C. Examples from Mass Transportation, Nuclear

Energy, Health Service Industries-, and Resource
Allocation.

. The Elethent of:--Cost-.-

Design

The teaching mode includes lectures and a laboratory with

on computer simulated designs and decision--assignments

assessments.

According to Dean Vincow, "students typically register for a

cluster ....based

science course.

--primarily through,

its technOlog'cal

lems arising from

on a satisfying experience in the first year

We attempt to integrate the subject matter,

the science field --its basi principles, then

applications, and finally socio7technical prob-

these.applications." He went on to stress the

'.

importance of remembering that these stu ents..ares.humanities and

social.science undergraduates, not science or mathematicsNmajors,

that "it is essential that .we design lively coursesand

.
ture [theirFimagination-and%interest, since they do not have

'priormindset..to :beintrinsicalay interested
. . . .

technology."

- At Polytechnic Institute of.New York, a

approach is being taken. .A though, primarily

oriented institution;. Polytechnic does have.a number

cap-
.

the
.

in 'science j and

slightly different

technicalfy-

of liberal



majors. These students are required to take a core curricu-

lum based, as Humanities and Social Science-Division Chairman,

Don Hockney. put it, "on the idea_that a well-educated liberal

arts .undergraduate should be exposed to the man-made, in both its

technological and traditidnal -forms." The core consists of

forty-eight credit hours and is required of all humanities,

journalism,. and sotial, science majors. The core amounts to

almost half of the 126 total hours required for graduation. The

Freshman core consists ofa year-long seqdence, "The World of

Mathematics and Computers". (8 aredits) three credit course

"TechnOlogy and Society in Historical Perspective" and a physical

science, course with laborato*, "The Physical World" (4 credits).

The Sophomore core continues with two more science-based courses,

"The -Biological World" 'a d 'The Behavorial World"

laboratory and carrying** 4 credits apiece. During

semester

each with

second

'Ethics,

the

of'. the SoPhomore year, the'student'alsO takes

and Technology" (3 credits) which designed to examine

"the basic ethical theories of human action and how

to technological making and using." The Junior year core"

continues with a series of four specific STS -type courses, each'

of which is designed to explore in some depth' a particular

of the general-relationship between science, technology

society.. The courses include: "Materials and Social Issues,"

"Machines: Extensions of Man,".'Information, Communication

Society," and . "Energy Technology and Social Issues"

Finally,

(3 credits

the Senior year the:student is :asked to draw.:

all this. material together and to demonstrate-a .connected and

omprehensive understanding of i The first semester includes. a
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course, appropriately

credits), which is intended to draw out the basic issues and
.-.

general relationships introduced by ,the previous courses -topics

such,...as the relationship between machined. and humane nature

etween freedom and the individual:in a technological society,

between.probable futures and alternative. social policies in

light: rapid scientific and technological-change.' adCiition,

the student is required to doan individualized, year-lOng senior

seminar/thesis project culminating in an .extensive paper .17

The botal.paCkage of fourteen courses thus_ introduces.- the
: . --

student in a natural way first to mathematics,. then.to the basic

sciences --natural, biological, and'human-- and technology, and

finally .to their social context. In the endl'it asks the student

a comprehensive general STS understanding and a

more ietailed .specific understanding of a particular issue as

the senior thesis project; It is preciselyreflected .in

f integrated understanding of science.t.and technology

wewoul-dargue -is--cal led- for-in- -an-undergradua-t-e liberal arts

education-and precisely that which cam, at most

expected of. students who do not have the inclination to

scientific or technically-oriented .professionals-. Furthermore,

WoUld argue that

valtable

kind o.f;:understanding-would be equally.

for this, latter group of students as 4e11.

The limitationd- of an already full program prevented the

inc10-dion- of preselifatieih-d-'6fi=a71-Y-'d the vaTiliEleScienCe and

technology literacy courses presently being offered-. Many- of

I 2 1 .



these have been described at previous conferences, including one

n the Fundamentals'. of Engineering in a Liberal Education.hOsted.-

by Lehigh in 1981, and those sponsored by CUTHA at MIT in 1980,

Chatham College in 1981, and the University of Maryland in 1982.

Several efforts are worthy of special note howevet4 The

Department of Technology and Society_ at SUNY-Stony Brook offers

courses designed, especially for . non-engineering ..series

student's and including: . "PeOple, Technology and

"Patterns of Problem Solving" and

Society, '

Computers." Other, more general,. STS courses are also offered. ----,

Another program of interest is the Values, Technology and Society.

Program at Stanford University, in which all students are re-

4uixed- to take at least one courses related to technology.-

4
Engiheering Professor David Billington of Princeton University

offers a, particularly intriguing course, "Structuyes and the

Urban Environment." It is designed to relate an understanding of

the scientific and technical rationale behind the structural form

oflarge-scale public works to their societal

ime§dt and the symbolic meaning

Bill-ington!s knowledge of-engineer-ing,- both historic and contem

context,

theie structure's:

aesthetic

porary combined with his perceptive aesthetic insight makes this

one-.Of the most instructive of such courses.

Ultimatel the key the success of all these courses and

programs lies

integrating scienc

recognition of the necessity

technology with their societal context'

starting;: point wh th.informs'ali the Lehigh courses and, we

suspect; most-of the other courses-lbresented-at the-conference-as



well, is- a Conceptualization of technology as a social process,

a conceptualization that distingdishes the artifacts and

ptoces6es that, embody the work of the engineer ,Within the broader

complex of social .processes that ahape and define that work by

providing engineers with their problems and at the same tine by

of the parameters- within which the engineer must
.4

solve those problems.

'Given this starticg;:point, - it is hot .enough merely to teach

1.i1:)eral. arts studenta. the aaine.mathertiatica, the same ScienCe, or

the' same engineering ,materials that are taught nto majors in those

fail to

make an impression if the teaching of them does not recognize and

make explicit the complex social process in which the -science,

the engineering, and the mathematics are woven , into

cloth. It ,is precisely this image thatCUTHA's publidatIon, The.

Weaver, tries to convey through its title.

We need to have a 'holistic understanding of what we mean by

the "literacy" we are. to achieve. The mathematics, the

science'and the technology, yes even the ,computer, should be seen

as elements within a wider intellectual and social framework.

EduCational institutions considering new courses in this area

need to' articulate the objectives of those courses and, in the

case of existing distribution requirement courses, will likely

have to reconceive their goals. Math6Matirs, computer, ,pcience,

and 'technology' literaCycoUrses should be designed ',.to -meet the.

educational needs of liberal arts students, and not consist of

4 introductory instructional, materials suitable for majors, in those

fields to build upon.



Taking educational goals.as the objective: would Suggest that

students should become.familiar with scientific and technological

reasoning, with. major current concepts- and .methodologies and

with design and modeling strategies in the discipline(s] they are

studying. Such understanding will not make a scientific or

technical expert out of any liberal arts, student, although it may

make him/her more aware of the complex soCial, economic and

political milieu which perforce,

.

technological decision making:. The educational significance of

surrounds scientific ,and

this kind of utiteracy

to illuminate -fundamental dimensions of our humanity. These

nonetheless vital., serving as it does

-0
dimensions are no less expressive of what 'it means to be human

than are literature, philosophy, art, religion, or tiistory. To
a .

be ignorant of mathematics, science, or engineering is to be

ignorant of some of Mankind's greatest achievements` as well as

some: of _Mankind'S-greatest failures. That this is. - -true of the

other .humanities as well, .suggests that

rnatical, scientific, or technical literacy° 'Should be on a par

with 'literacy ;in art, music, poetry literatide, history et

the! importance :. of .mathe-

Cetera, u.lither higher, nor lower.

7
While much of this has been recognized for some time, we

,

have not always sought for our liberals arts students what we

40ould have in the way of science and mathematics education,

letting instead, a minimal number of introductory courses designed

majors fulfi an arbitx.ary and numerically definec3
,

ment.' 'Beyond- this, few if _any ,,schools, until recently, flve

their liberal arts students to learn about engineering.



Because an understanding of engineering i is central to an under-

standing of the broader social process interpretation of

_

technology, this is doubly unf'ori..unate. Engineering is different

from science and an appreciation of the ways in :which engineers

define and solve their problems needs to be caltiva'ted. The

technOloair literacy courses described-above attempt to do just

that -to'reveal how engineers must factor, social political,

legal, econdmic and aesthetic considerations into their defini-
7

tons of. what their problems are, and then into parameters of

what will constitute acceptable solutions to-those. problems..

AsSumingj then, that a case has been - made for the

educational validity of science-and technology literacy courses,

what can be said in summary about the direction Which such

couroes ought to.take? Couries'designed to fulfill requirements

for liberal arts students-in matnematics,:.the .sciences, compu-

tens, engineering and technolo/y need to be designed from the

outset with the understanding 'that the motivations and c6nceptual
;- \J . .

orients ion of arts students will be radically_Aifferent from ,

those f majors .,in. these fields. The courses .will need to .be
4

structured around educational goals.that draw their value from,

enriching ;the -individual student's persona encounter . with

his/her world rather than. on instructional goa1s.of the sort that

make obvidus good sense for:students planning to'major in tnat

field. Worst of all is offering to liberal arts° stuaents elemen-
,

tary versions of instructionally based courses, fOr these are

'neither. intrinsically challenging 'Aor at all .useful to such

students.. A: plausible approach would. appear to be one-that aimed

at communicating an appreciation of the discipline being' treated.

1,-). .25
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as a distinctive problem solving discipline; presentation of

~feet eeneepts and methodologies in that discipline; descrip-

lien and at least qualitative analysis of the discipline's

~root theoretical models, Mathematics courses for liberal'arts

stedests should be taught with a view to subsequent science and

eesimmicial or technology courses that they will have to take,

and an OMR% aunt be made to articulate qualitatively the rela-

Sisoshipe being modelled by equations and functions.

All Of this, in turn, should point toward a deeper and more

009MfeeberieiVe understanding by the student of the complex ,social

contest Within which scientific and technological activities find

their place. This can be explored more closely in STS types of

~eel which because of this lack of a well-developed base in

mathematics, science, and engineering now seem, and often are,

superficial. All this will take time, effort and money. Most of

it will take special administrative support ,.to -prOvide the

environment 'necessary for faculty to take really new approaches

to designing the courses required~, Obviously; the job will not

op be an easy one, but if it it worth doing at this, or

eemething like it, would appear to be tOe only way worth doing,.

ift. furthermore, the most likely alternative, given the vested

interests emerging on behalf of doing something on behalf of

*Views end technology literacy programming, is that a lot of

time, effort sad money will be spent anyway, and the outcome will

be mo more impressive than the lasting impact of the post-Sputnik

MOVERtiOOS which, had they .been appropriately designed for a

basic understanding of science and technology as described



above, would have obviated the need for promoting science and

,0
technology literacy efforts today.

0
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